Below please find some of our hottest IT openings around the university.
All of these positions are being actively recruited for. Do you know anyone that might be a good fit?
Keep in mind that ALL of our current job openings (IT and otherwise) can be found at https://hr.harvard.edu/search-jobs
School/Department
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Additional Details
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56

As a skilled professional, the SAS Programmer II enjoys a broader scope of work as well as the independence to
conceptualize and implement tools and techniques that enhance statistical programming across networks by
collaborating with researchers in an environment of mutual cooperation and respect.

Kristina Gravellese,
kgravell@hsph.harvard.edu

56

CBAR is looking to hire a Statistical Analyst/Programmer for studies undertaken by the ACTG and/or IMPAACT. This
position is responsible for statistical analysis and programming support for clinical trials and observational studies,
including all aspects of work from study development through monitoring; interim, primary and secondary analyses;
and dissemination of results.

Kristina Gravellese,
kgravell@hsph.harvard.edu

57

This is the perfect role for you if you're someone who loves being part of an energetic team that thrives on providing
high quality service, you can lead the day-to-day operations necessary for the team to successfully manage their
workload, and you're dedicated to applying your skills and experiences to leading and developing your team.

Brian M. Thibeault,
brian_thibeault@harvard.edu

57

The IT Service Specialist will be the first line of contact for Service Management and ServiceNow users and partners
across Harvard. The Specialist will help to implement, communicate, and improve service management processes in
order to enhance the reliability and value of IT and other services. The position owns the Incident Management and
Major Incident processes and facilitates their best practice and continual improvement. This position offers a view
into the inner workings of IT, the opportunity to learn more about service management and ownership, and the
chance to improve the way IT is delivered at Harvard.

Brian M. Thibeault,
brian_thibeault@harvard.edu

57

HBS’s Executive Education IT seeks an individual to be part of a team that supports all the technology used to run
Executive Education’s programs: external website, Marketing Cloud for campaigns and inquiries, Salesforce for
Customer Relationship Manager and Student Information System, Financial Force for invoice and payments, Learning
Management System, StarRez hotel system and custom applications.

Jacques, Manouchka,

Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public
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System Administrator

57

Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public
Health, Biostatistics

51862

Software Engineer

57
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The System Administrator is part of the IT team that oversees a multi-site VMWare Horizon View virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) environment, 100+ Windows, Linux and VMware ESXi servers both in-house and on AWS. The
System Administrator will also collaborate with other members of the Server Team, maintaining and administering a
network of Linux and Windows computer systems and related computing components including computer hardware,
systems software, applications software and their administration. The position will participate in the implementing of
security measures in order to protect data, software, and hardware.
The Software Engineer (SE) is a subject matter expert that will lead the user interface development of WebMeV
(http://mev.tm4.org) -- a cloud-based genomic data analysis software which focuses on providing biomedical
researchers with a highly interactive genomic data visualization and intuitive workflow for performing complex
genomic data analysis. The SE will collaborate with our team's senior leaders to develop WebMeV, and will be
responsible for generating code (via JavaScript, Java, R and Python) to implement data visualization methods to
summarize tens of thousands of data points, while allowing the visualization to be interactive.

mjacques@hbs.edu

Kristina Gravellese,
kgravell@hsph.harvard.edu

Angelica Pezzuto,
apezzuto@hsph.harvard.edu
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Project Manager for Resource
Sharing Initiatives

Associate Director, CRM: Sales Cloud
and Marketing Cloud

Program Manager

PeopleSoft Application Developer

Senior Salesforce and Web
Developer

Senior Technical Product Manager,
API Platform

58

HUIT is seeking an experienced Project Manager to coordinate and facilitate the successful delivery of two highprofile library technology projects that will have major impacts on both user experience and library operations
related to resource discovery.
Both projects are intense collaborations with peer institutions and will require orchestration across departments
within the Harvard Library, with peers at other institutions, and with commercial partner vendors who will be
delivering sophisticated technology solutions. The Project Manager will serve as the liaison, facilitator, and
coordinator for project working groups, partner technical staff, and stakeholder groups.

Brian M. Thibeault,
brian_thibeault@harvard.edu

58

HBS’s Executive Education IT seeks a person to lead and support the maintenance and ongoing improvements of
Salesforce Sales Cloud and Community Cloud for Executive Education. Executive Education (ExEd) is a world leader in
providing transformative leadership training to organizations across the globe through robust suite of programs,
designed to help clients solve their strategic issues, which use the world’s best faculty, offer an interactive learning
experience alongside the most accomplished and diverse cohort of fellow participants.

Jacques, Manouchka,

58

Reporting to the Managing Director of Administrative Technology Services (ATS), the Program Manager will be
responsible for facilitating various projects to improve service operations across the Harvard’s administrative
technology portfolio. In collaboration with the ATS senior leadership team, business partners, and others across
HUIT, the Program Manager will manage a portfolio of projects designed to raise comprehension of ATS services,
streamline and standardize business processes, and develop organizational capabilities

Angie Boudreau,
Angela_Boudreau@harvard.edu

58

The PeopleSoft Application Developer will be a key member of an innovative technical development team
responsible for project sizing, technical analysis, development, and ongoing support of my.harvard, Harvard’s
enterprise student information system developed on top of PeopleSoft Campus Solutions and Interaction Hub.

Angie Boudreau,
Angela_Boudreau@harvard.edu

58

The Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health’s Department of Information Technology is seeking a Senior Salesforce
and Web Developer responsible for the implementation of a new customer relationship management (CRM) system
– Salesforce -- and the full stack development, configuration, and support of web applications.

Kristina Gravellese,
kgravell@hsph.harvard.edu

59

The Senior Technical Product Manager, API Platform will be the primary API Platform team liaison to API developers
and consumers in support of Harvard’s API program. The Senior TPM will have deep knowledge of the API Gateway,
API Portal and all related technologies (aka API Platform) and will work with other Platform team members to help
deliver on API program KPIs. As a technical leader for the platform, this role is expected to have specific knowledge
of both the components of the API management platform as well as the underlying API technologies used to build
and deploy end-to-end APIs.

Brian M. Thibeault,
brian_thibeault@harvard.edu

mjacques@hbs.edu

